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? FESTIVAL: John Banville and
Jim Crace share the stage at Cuirt.
Town Hall Theatre, 8.30 p.m.
D Arts on Monday: Jason
Ringenberg — minus the Scorchers

A lens among the leaves
Images evoking a sense of lofty, leafy
height, lush vegetation , even humidity
— photographer Amelia Stein captured
all this, as well as the quietness and
stillness of the Palm House, in a
sumptuous set of pictures on exhibit
next week

photographer Ame- telling myself I'd photograph it next
lia Stein is probably
time around. Things changed all the
THE
best known for hex time. Within a couple of days somephotographs of theatri- thing that was just a curlicue uncal and operatic pro- furled into a big, open leaf. The next
ductions. Through hei week the leaf might have fallen and
involvement over many years with curled up again. Different condithe Abbey Theatre, the Wexford tions in light and moisture changed
Opera Festival, the Project Arts Cen- the appearance and feeling of everytre, the Dublin Theatre Festivaland thing completely. So I devised this
with Rough Magic and Druid she strategy of looking around and
photographed many if not most of
choosing one area that I studied on
the landmark productions mounted that particular visit."
in Ireland — not to mention her
Roughly speaking, her Palm
work in theatre in London. She has House photographs fall into two catalso done much work in the music egories: those that provide a moreindustry, mostly in collaboration Dr-less documentary sense of the
. with designer Steve Averill. She has building and its remarkable conalso, however, consistently taken tents, and what might be called more
time to work on more personal subjective images that focus on asprojects, involving exhibitions and
pects of the plants that make up the
publications.
j uilding's "pot an d t u b" culture.
Still, her latest project comes as Her Rubicon Gallery exhibition
something of a surprise. For over a
open from Wednesday) consists of
year she regularly visited and took
he latter.
photographs in the Great Palm
House in the National Botanic Garblack-and-whit (
dens in Glasnevin. "What happened
prints are big, tonallj
was that the curator, Jobst Graeve, THE
rich with sumptuous
who happenedto be in the library at
surface textures, vel
the Botanic Gardens, mentioned
vety darks and scintil
that the Palm House was going to
lating, creamy whites
close for restoration for three years." They detail the spiky architecture oi
She went to have a look. "It's a won- plants and building alike — "and
derful building, a haven and a how the plant forms cut across the
refuge. For me, it's the eighth won- geometry of the building" — and the
der of the world. I thought I would intricate textures of leaf, pot and
really like to take photographs prior wall. In some photos, leaves and
to its closure."
stems arch like calligraphic strokes.
She got in touch with Brendan A withered banana leaf reminds hex
Sayers, foreman and orchid special- of a human spine. There is a tremenist (and now television presenter on dous quietness and stillness to alRTE's Garden Heaven)at the Gar- most all of them.
dens. "Brendan was fantastically
In fact, as Stein observes, this perhelpful. He has this unfailingly posi- vasive sense of "quietness and abtive attitude and is a real friend to sence" was almost certainl)
artists. He makes you welcome and influenced by her own circumstances
lets you get on with your work." at the time. She was nursing hex
During her visits to the Palm House, father, Mendel, through his last illwhich averaged two every three ness. About four years ago hex
weeks, she amassed more than 100 mother, Mona, had died. "Mendel
rolls of film. Many of these images missed her so much. Her garden was
record the physical fabric of the very important to her. The garden
building on a large scale. "It's an was in a way her refuge, a meditative
exceptional environment , and as I place to retreat to. And that 's what
got to know it I set about figuring the Palm House became for me. I
out how to provide a visual record of think that is the subtext to the quietthe place, but also how to capture a ness of the images."
sense of that lofty, leafy height, the
At EV+A in Limerick , and at the
lush vegetation, the humidity."
Rubicon, Stein has exhibited photoShe also began to realise that the graphs based on some of her mothinternal environment was exception- er's possessions, including her trowel
ally dynamic. "There was no point and hand-fork, and her shoes. These
in looking at something one day and were part of something that still en-

gages her : "The Mona and Mendel
photogr aphs", a project th at w il

amount to a kind of family portrait
in terms of absence, "portraits of absences, really", a documentation of
the lives of her parents through the
things they liked and used. "I'm
doing it in such a way that I'm not
making perfect images as such. It's
more like a scrap book. I think eventually it will be my next exhibition."
She is currently taking a rest from
theatrical work to attend to these
personal projects. Her approach to
theatrical work is famously painstaking and exacting, a million miles
removed from publicity photographs
in the normal sense of the term. For
her, the challenge was always to look
for the image that expresses the crux
of the drama. "Eventually, what I
was trying to do was to come up with
an image that you could look at and
say: 'That's Dancing at Lughnasa ',
or whatever, that the image encapsulates the drama in the way it is
structured."
A collaborative venture with choreographer and dancer Cindy Cummings and poet Nuala Ni
Dhomhnaill, Triitr Ban, which
resulted in a Gallery of Photography
show and publication, led to a further, stunning series of photographs
— "a figure in the landscape series"
— undertaken with Cummings. "We
found that we could work really well
together. " Stein hasn't yet done anything with these images.
Was the move from the crowded
social space of theatre to the solitude
of the Palm House a bit of a culture
shock? "Not really. Work is always
about being prepped and ready, of
being in a certain frame of mind no
matter where you are. And I haven't
turned my back on theatre as such.
My friends in theatre are still
friends, and will remain so, so that's
fine.
"But I think it's good to take a
break from doing the same thing all
the time. It gives you a sense of clarity about what you should be doing."
The most she can hope for when it
comes to the Palm House photographs, she says, is that "they should
have the feeling of being beautiful
prints — we can't do any better than
that".
? Palm House by Amelia Stein is at
the Rubicon Galleryf r o mMay 2nd to
May 26th (01-6708055)

Above , a palm tree

radiating up toward
the light , framed in
time by photographer
Amelia Stein (right,
photograph: Alan
Betson). There was
no point in looking at
something one day
and telling myself I'd
photograph it the
next. Things changed
all the time . . '

VIDEO PARAD1SO

Reaching a turning point
the invention of the teenagei
SINCE
back in the 1950s, each successive
generation has given rise to its own
brand of youth culture: Teddy
boys, Rockers, Mods, Hippies, Skinheads,
Bootboys, Punks, Rastas, Ravers ... the
list goes on. As if fuelled by the rising sap
of puberty, every generation reinvents its
predecessor. And , - although Ireland has
never really been a global trendsetter in
this phenomenon, from the late 1950s
through to the early 1970s an indigenous
group did emerge here — the Cornerboys.
Down our street, the local cornerboys
stood out from all the rest, in that they did
not, as one might expect, congregateat the
corner. You see, I was raised in a corner
shop that had the unique claim to fame of
being situated slap-bang in the middle of
the street, and that's where our boys would
meet.
It is said that there is no life without
light. Well, in my part of town there was
hardly a light without life and , night after
night, the yellow-cream glow from our
shop window drew them like moths to a
candle. Hanging out, sharing stories and
cigarettes — that was their thing.
I can see it now. the downtown dirty
faces, we're dancing on the street, celebrating Miah Dennehy's hat-trick for Cork
Hibs. Jojo Ryan's dad , heading home from
bis shift in Dunlop's, joins in the tarantella. He is lamenting an earlier generation of
Cork soccer, saying Reg Carter would have
r j n rings around the lot of 'em. Not at all,
Miah is the King! "If Miah is the King,"
says Mr Ryan. "Long live the Republic!"
Mr Ryan vanishes off into the misty
coal smoke that always hung on Devonshire Street to a chorus of cornerboys singi ig "Miah is the King! Miah is the King!
H :-ei-adio, Miah is the King!"
Collars to the wind, cornerboys laugh,
sing and lock horns. And , with a whistle
from some window or door, we peel off
home for tea, only to return and continue
exactly where we left off, comfortable
among our own, until dusk becomes dark.
No sex education back then — so the
whisper of a dirty joke communicated a
collective knowledge from the inner circle
to the younger lads on the periphery. A
knowledge that they, in turn , were obliged

Conal
Creedon
to impart when promoted to that pride of
place — backs to the wall. It was a regulated education where those too young to
know were ordered out of ear-shot before
the more in-depth analysis of the lowdown nitty-gritty.
, year after year, a new oral
AND
mythology would be created as
the boys from Devonshire Street
would head off on some campaign to see Manchester United or Glasgow Celtic play, often forming brief
alliances with lads from other corners
across the Northside. I can hear it now.
"... if the Dominic Street Boys are
going, the boys from Devonshire street will
be there too".
And on our return , the next year's history would be recorded with blow-by-blow
accounts from the newly-broken voices of
the novices. Exotic tales of black men, yellow men and men with towels on their
heads, helmeted Bobbies, red buses,
underground trains, and how young
Jimmy Mullins would have been killed
dead , only for Big Georgie Buckley wading
in — ".... took on 15 of them all on his
own, so he did!" As always the myth was
larger than the man.
And , come nightfall, down our street
the elderly and young slept peacefully in
their beds, serenaded by the guffaws,
laughter and caterwailing from the street
aelow. They slept soun dly, safe in the
knowledge that the cornerboys — our
:ornerboys were self-appointed sentinels

— were ever vigilant .
The Wanderers (1979), based on the
novel by Richard Price, is set in the Bronx
of the early 1960s, and follows the exploits
of a bunch of neighbourhood Italian lads.
Their universe centres on a corner and
stretches to no more than a couple of
streets away. They live a full life within
these parameters: fallin g i n love, forming
friendships and defending their patch —
totally oblivious to the outside world and
the storm clouds brewing on the far off
horizon of Southeast Asia.
This Philip Kaufman film marks a time
when grown boys are trapped in men's
bodies, no doubt a romanticised version of
the truth. Then again, more often than
not, stereotypes and cliches exist on ly because they do reflect a truth.
I'm sure many would write off The
Wanderers as lemon popsicle dipped in
kitsch Americana, but there are a lot of
redeemable aspects to this production. Not
least, there is its multi-stranded , characterdriven narrative all strung together with a
powerfully evocative soundtrack. Watch
out for two magical turning points towards
the end, when we are shown a window to a
greater world. First through a TV shop
window as the news of an assassination in
Dallas filters onto the street , and then
through the window of Radio City Music
Hall in Greenwich Village where we see a
young Bob Dylan singing The Times They
Are A Changiri1. This is not the day the
music died , but rather, the day the tem po
changed.
Getting back to the corner in the
middle of Devonshire Street, it is not so
easy to identify the day the tempo changed
— but it coincided with the mass exodus of
families from downtown Cork city to the
outlying areas. These days, from time to
t i me, maybe at a bus stop, supermarket, or
footbal m atch, old cornerboys' eyes meet
and we nod in recognition at all that has
passed. Sometimes we stop and chat, old
myths are relived, and new ones created.
No doubt there were some rough diamonds in our ranks but, whatever you
might say, they were Our Cornerboys.
And where I come from , a rough diamond
will always be more valuable than polished
coal.

Mann 1st Mann
Abbey Theatre

Reviews

ERE is reason to be grateTH
ful to the Abbey Theatre for
bring ing to Dublin (with the
assistance of the Goethe
Institut) the very successful
Berlin-based Schaubiihne
theatre company to present a
production of the Baracke am
Deutschen Theater of Bertolt
Brecht's early (1926) and littleknown farrago about the assimilation of individual man
into the mass of mankind,
where each individual is a kind
of functional unit interchangeable with any other functional
unit in the mass.
Written before the author
had fully developed his theories
about the alienation of the audience, this work has an almost
undergraduatefeel to it which
is fully ex ploited by Thom as
Osrermeier's frenetic direction
in a manner which itself provides alienation before Brecht
had institutionalised the idea.
The en ergetic, alm ost acrobatic
en sem ble of actor s u ses comic
techniques so old that they
were almost out of fashion by
the end of the era of Victorian
music hall. It is as if a sombre
reflection of change in hum an
society were being played as
a knockabout, farcical comedy.
The changing society is not
criticised here: it is celebrated
in something like the mode of
the theatre of the absurd. And
if that is not alienating to a
21st century audience, what
conceivable drama could be?
The tale is simple. The set-

ting is supposed to be India, yet

the hero of this piece is an impoverished Irish porter called
Galy Gay, who sets out one
evening to buy a small fish for
his wife who goes home to put
on the water in which to cook
it. Meanwhile, on e of the fou r
members of a machine gun
team from the British army has
broken into the treasury of a
local pagoda and stolen money
from the comically enigmatic
Chinese occupants. Poor Galy

Members of the Schaubiihne ensemble in a scene from
Mann 1st Mann, playing at the Abbey Theatre until
tomorrow
serves mostly to demonstrate
is set upon by the beer-sodwhy this odd confection by the
den gunners (aided by the seinexperienced 28-year-old
ductive widow Begbick) to
Brecht remains largely unreplace their errant colleague
known: it's a poor play — aland goes on almost immedithough the subtitles used to
atel y to become a successful
help those who do not underan d significantly violent gunner
stand German suggest that
him self, despi te the worst
there may also be some probefforts of the tyrannical Serlems with translation.
geant Fairchild to untang le the
deception.
David Nowlan.
Ultimately, however, this ener getic an d pu rposefu lproduction, using a lively and highly
• Finishes Saturday, April
Booking: 01-8872200.
28th.
in ter active group of m usician s,

Shesawho re
Project Cube

IT's a gimmick, really, but one
that holds up for the 45 minutes or so oi Shesawhore,created by Neasa Hardiman and
Deirdre Mulrooney from an
or iginal idea by Angela Carter.
There is little to connect the
John Ford of 17th century
theatre with the John Ford
who createdthe verybest 20th
century western movies; but the
authors make the most of what
there is.
So they take a scenario of
brother-sister incest from the
play 'Tis Pity She's a Whore,
and transportit to the painted
hills and deserts of the American wild west. Johnny (Paschal
Friel)and Annie (Una
Kavanagh) live in family isolation and feral innocence, and
stum ble in to an im al sex
together.By the time the minister's decent son (Louis
Lovett) comes courting, she is
pregnant, but they marry
anyway.
The minister (Jack Walsh)
and his unforgiving wife (Ann
Sheehy) play their part in th e
mounting tragedy, and it all
ends in bloodshed and death.
As the main action works itself
out in the foreground, a few
parallel scenes from the old
playare screened inventively,
and short episodes from the luminous black-and-white
westerns fill the background.
The iconic faces — Wayne,
Fonda, Stewart, Marvin and
others — look sternly on while
the violence runs its course. Atmosphere is undeniably created, and the short drama
holds the interest firmly on a
level of entertainment rather
than of catharsis. The acting is
impeccable all round, and I
>should have departed the scene
with little of a pejorative nature
to say, were it not for the selfindulgent interpolation of a
Nat King Cole number. Where
does he straddle the two Fords?
Gerry Colgan
April 28th at
Runs
until
•
lpm and/or 6pm; to book
phone 1850-260027

